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O ne of the unmet challenges in protein engineering is the ability to produce highly active catalysts that achieve rate accelerations approaching those of native enzymes, upward of 10 25 -fold in relation to the uncatalyzed reaction. 1 Despite promising improvements from the combined application of computation and directed evolution, 2 designed biocatalysts are generally only weakly effective. 3−5 The differences in reactivity and thermal stability between natural and artificial enzymes underscore the gaps in our understanding of the physical basis for enzymatic catalysis. The large size of enzymes, together with the frequent sequestration of their active sites from bulk solvent, raises the important question of the role of the entire protein in catalysis, in particular regions that are far from the active site and in contact with solvent. 6 In the context of the inherent temperature independence of quantum mechanical wave function overlap, experimentally observed thermal excitation barriers in enzyme-based hydrogen tunneling reactions must arise from the heavy atoms of the protein. 7 Such systems offer the opportunity to connect specific pathways within the protein matrix to the thermal transduction of the chemical step(s). 8, 9 In this context, both the ability to stably label C−H bonds with deuterium and the sensitivity of C−H activation reactions to isotopic labeling at the reactive bond of substrate provide additional kinetic parameters, including the kinetic isotope effect ( D k cat = k cat (H)/k cat (D)) and the temperature dependence of the kinetic isotope effect (ΔE a = E a (D) − E a (H)); together with the thermal activation barrier for proton transfer (E a (H)), these parameters give further insight into the reaction coordinate and enable separation of the contributions from local, isotope-sensitive protein motions, related to ΔE a , and more global, isotopeinsensitive motions that determine the catalytic E a (H). 9 Soybean lipoxygenase-1 (SLO-1) has emerged as a paradig-matic system for thermally activated, multidimensional tunneling models, 7,9−11 in part because of a fully rate limiting hydrogen atom abstraction from linoleic acid substrate (Scheme 1) that displays a very large, nonclassical D k cat (∼80) that is nearly temperature independent (ΔE a = E a (D) − E a (H) = 0.9 kcal/mol). 12 An additional compelling feature of SLO-1 is the sensitivity of its defining kinetic parameters to a series of strategically placed site specific mutants.
Modern techniques with the potential to spatially resolve thermally activated heavy atom motions within a protein include NMR spectrometry, 13 X-ray crystallography, 14, 15 and hydrogen−deuterium exchange (HDX 16−18 ). SLO-1 is not readily amenable to NMR due to its large size (839 amino acid residues; 94.4 kDa) and paramagnetic active site. Additionally, previously published cryogenic X-ray structures of SLO-1 have failed to uncover a structural network for catalytically relevant thermal activation. We now present a study of hydrogen− deuterium exchange mass spectrometry (HDXMS) under conditions that enable a temperature-dependent analysis of protein flexibility in a spatially resolved manner. The HDX process involves chemical exchange of peptidyl backbone amide hydrogens for deuterons when the target protein is incubated in D 2 O. While there are site specific differences in intrinsic exchange at a given peptide bond attributed to inductive effects from amino acid content, 19 these differences are expected to be minor in relation to the degree of exposure or protection at each position to solvent. Within the EX-2 regime, measured rate constants (k HDX ) can be represented as the product of the intrinsic chemical exchange rate (k int ) and the equilibrium constant for the interconversion between closed and open protein states (K op = k open /k close ). According to this formulation, the major determinant of spatial differences in HDX is the time that each segment of protein remains in an open, partially unfolded and solvent exposed state, as determined by the magnitude of the K op . NMR and mass spectrometry (MS) are two conventional tools for detection of amide HDX. While Scheme 1. Rate-Limiting Hydrogen Atom Abstraction Process in SLO-1 a a Hydrogen abstraction occurs at the active site via a PCET reaction, 33 from the substrate, linoleic acid, to the ferric hydroxide cofactor. The relative positioning of residues discussed in the text, numbering of backbone carbons, and kinetic parameters for WT SLO are shown for reference. Figure 1 . HDXMS temperature dependence classification for WT SLO-1. The left panels (a−d) display representatives for the four classes of temperature responsivity. HDXMS data, presented as percent of deuterium exchange, were collected over five temperatures and are represented by the color code in panels a−d as follows: 10 (blue), 20 (green), 25 (gray), 30 (orange), and 40°C (red). The four classes were plotted onto the 1.4 Å SLO-1 model (PDB: 3PZW) in panel e, according to this color code: Class I (black), Class II (brown), Class IIIA (red), and Class IIIB (pink). The iron cofactor is represented as an orange sphere. The represented catalytic domain of SLO-1 (145−839) is the focus of this study. Gray sticks represent uncovered structure.
NMR offers exceptional residue and temporal resolution, MS provides a cost-effective (e.g., low sample amounts, no isotope labeling), high throughput analytical tool, enabling examination of aggregate behavior within defined segments of the protein, including large (and even paramagnetic) systems, such as SLO-1 described herein.
Previous HDXMS reports have demonstrated its structural/ dynamic sensitivity to protein−protein interactions, enzyme activation, ligand/inhibitor binding, and/or long-range allosteric effects (for examples see references 20−26) . In contrast to these and numerous other hydrogen exchange studies, our approach interrogates the time and temperature dependencies as a function of protein mutation, uncovering a striking correlation between the activation enthalpies for H-tunneling 27, 28 and the apparent rates of HDXMS within a remote loop of the protein. These data reveal a hitherto undetected relationship between the motions of a spatially resolved, solvent accessible region of an enzyme and its active site, providing compelling experimental evidence in support of distal, likely solvent slaved, 6 protein structural fluctuations that may modify the thermal barriers of catalytic bond cleavage.
■ RESULTS
For the conditions of the current study, EX-2 HDXMS behavior was both expected and corroborated by the patterns seen in the mass spectrometric analyses (see for examples, Figure S1 , and references 16−18) . Of the more than 250 peptides, resulting from proteolytic cleavage of SLO-1, 46 reproducible nonoverlapping peptides of various lengths (average 16 amino acid residues) were selected for extensive quantitation ( Figure S2 ). These peptides represent 89% coverage of the entire protein sequence. Time-resolved amide HDX experiments (between 10 s and 4 h) were first analyzed for the WT enzyme at 10, 20, 25, 30, and 40°C. Experiments were conducted with Fe-containing protein, in the absence of substrate, to avoid trends that could arise from bound substrate such as site specific protection that may be dependent on temperature and mutation as well as to preclude contributions from reversible binding of substrate due to its moderately weak dissociation constant (K d ∼ 5−10 μM 28 ). Chromatographic retention times for each peptide were constant over all time points and temperatures and were, for the most part, independent of mutation (Table S1 ). Each trace was corrected for back-exchange values (Table S2) . Controls with WT SLO-1, including activity assays and CD spectra, were conducted to demonstrate that the protein maintains its activity and structure under the conditions of the experiment (Supporting Information section I.k and Figure S3 ).
Visual Pattern Recognition Offers a Means To Characterize Large HDXMS Datasets. HDX traces of the WT SLO-1 were grouped into four classes of temperature effects, characterized on the basis of distinctly different visual patterns ( Figure 1 ). There are few reports of the temperature response of HDXMS, 29, 30 and pattern recognition offers a means of readily classifying the large body of data that emerges from studies of proteins at variable temperature. In general, HDXMS is analyzed as a multiexponential kinetic process that encompasses fast, intermediate, and slow exchange rate constants with the last often invisible within the dynamic range of the performed experiments. From the patterns in Figure 1 , four classes of behavior emerge that extend from full protection against exchange to rapid, temperature-independent exchange, encompassing Class I (Figure 1a ), no detectable exchange (<10%) at the longest time and highest temperature; Class II (Figure 1b) , HDX traces that are slowly exchanging and fail to reach an apparent plateau value at long times and high temperature; Class IIIA (Figure 1c ), faster exchanging peptides that converge at similar values at 4 h; and Class IIIB (Figure 1d ), traces that rapidly coalesce at their fullest extent of exchange at all temperatures. Among these four types of behavior, Class IIIA and Class II provide a measure of the temperature dependence of the fast or the fast and intermediate exchange processes, respectively, within a central swath of the protein. 44% of total peptides analyzed were categorized with Class II or IIIA behavior. When color coding, to indicate these four trends, is mapped onto the 3D model of SLO-1 ( Figure  1e ), the backbone of SLO-1 shows a highly nonuniform pattern with the region of fastest rates of exchange (red and pink) residing in the lower half of the protein (as visualized). We note that the lipoxygenase enzyme from plants and mammalian sources is composed of two domains: an N-terminal β-barrel of ca. 150 amino acids, which is responsible for lipid/membrane binding and protein stability but is not required for lipid peroxidation, 31 ,32 and a larger, ca. 690 amino acid domain (in SLO-1) containing the primarily α-helical, catalytic C-terminal domain (displayed in Figure 1e ); the latter is the focus of the current study.
Mutation-Dependent HDXMS Effects. Having established a systematic method for HDX analysis using the WT protein, we proceeded to search for changes that result from single site mutants with known impacts on the properties of C−H activation. Reduction in the size of the side chain of I553, which resides one helix turn away from the active site L546 (cf. Figure 2a) , has previously been shown to lead to a strong increase in the temperature dependence of the kinetic isotope effect (ΔE a ; Table S3 ). We initiated HDXMS using the 553 mutant with the greatest kinetic deviations, I553G. As defined by WT, the same set of nonoverlapping peptides ( Figure S2 ) was used to carry out a spatially resolved analysis of mutational effects on HDXMS behavior. The sequence coverages for the catalytic domain of WT and I553G are 92 and 77%, respectively. Important controls were conducted to demonstrate that the retention times and back-exchange values for each peptide analyzed are identical (with the exception of the peptide containing the mutation at position 553) regardless of time point or temperature (cf. Tables S1 and S2). As discussed in detail below, the impact of I553G is seen to manifest itself in a regionally defined manner, as changes either in the extent of HDX or in the temperature dependence of the weighted average rate constants for HDX, Figures 2 and 4 , respectively.
Increased Active Site Flexibility upon Mutation. Focusing on the extent of exchange at 4 h for I553G at 30°C
, three peptides that deviate by 10% or greater from WT are identified; each of these is proximal to the active site: peptides 414−423, 541−554, and 555−565 (Figure 2a and Table S4 ).
The largest deviation from WT is observed for peptide 555− 565 (Figure 2b ), which is linked to and structurally perpendicular to the peptide containing the mutation. To explore this behavior further, the study of I553G was extended to include I553L and I553A (Figures 2b and S4 ). An earlier, low temperature X-ray analysis of the same series of 553 variants led to the conclusion of little or no changes away from the site of mutation; no effort was made at that time to detect subtle structural changes. 28 By contrast, using HDXMS there is a strong correlation between the extent of exchange at 30°C and the volume of the side chain at position 553 (Figures 2c  and S4 ). In light of the previously described trend between the bulk of the side chain and the magnitude of ΔE a , 28 a relationship between the extent of HDX and ΔE a emerges, Figure 2d . The identified changes in the extent of HDX with I553G at 30°C are retained at all temperatures ( Figure 2e ) and remain localized around the mutation site (i.e., at peptides 414−423 and 541−554 ( Figure S4 ) and 555−565 (Figure 2) ). As discussed extensively in the literature, enlarged ΔE a values that result from mutation can be explained by an elongation of hydrogen donor−acceptor distances (DADs) from the dominant equilibrium distance that precedes H-tunneling in WT (2.8 Å 11, 33 ) that is accompanied by enhanced DAD sampling to recapture catalytically efficient hydrogen transfer rates; successful modeling of this behavior focuses on local, active site motions on the nanosecond to picosecond time scale. 27, 28, 34 We initially thought that some of the observed increase in HDX with decreasing side chain bulk at 553 might also reflect an increased hydration of the active site. To sensitively reveal changes in water occupancy, we therefore performed room temperature X-ray crystallography of the WT and I553G proteins, obtaining high resolution (1.7−1.8 Å) crystal structures ( Figure S5 ). Room temperature data collection enables us to capture catalytically relevant alternate side chain conformations that are often absent under conventional cryogenic conditions. While there are no large backbone or side chain conformational differences when the room temperature X-ray structures of WT and I553G are compared, we did detect multiple conformations of some key hydrophobic active site residues that modulate the size and shape of the active site cavity ( Figure S5 ). Subsequent modeling of the substrate into this I553G structure in the same position as docked for the WT structure shows a very significant enlargement of the active site volume, from 47.4 Å 3 to 86. 3 Å 3 . From these datasets, an isomorphous difference map (WT − I553G) was calculated using phases from the room temperature WT model ( Figure  3) ; despite the near doubling in the active site volume for I553G, the isomorphous map reveals no significant difference in density that would implicate increased water occupancy, including diffuse water molecules, in the active site. 35 We conclude that the changes in the extent of HDX arising from mutation at position 553 must be due to a loosening of active site constraints that enhances local flexibility. This is supported by an analysis of B-factors calculated for the I553G structure at room temperature, where only the region surrounding the active site displays significant differences between WT and this variant ( Figure S6 ). The present combination of HDXMS and room temperature X-ray studies provides an important corroboration of the earlier kinetic evidence for altered active site dynamics among the series of hydrophobic side chain mutations introduced into position 553 of SLO-1.
28
Thermal Activation of HDX at a Solvent-Exposed Surface Loop Mirrors the Enthalpic Barrier for Active Site Chemistry. We next turned to a detailed inspection of the impact of temperature on the comparative weighted average HDX rate constants (k HDX(avg) ) for WT vs I553G, detecting six peptides that display a ≥2-fold rate acceleration at each temperature following mutation at I553 (Table S5) . Two of these peptides originate from the aforementioned proximal site, corresponding to positions 541−554 and 555−565. The remaining four peptides reside within a site remote from the active site (at 284−299, 297−305, 306-316, and 317−334; Figure 4a ). The HDX traces ( Figure S7 ) from this remote region of the protein show comparable values for the percent HDX at 30°C (Table S4) , clearly distinguishing the impact of mutation on rate behavior from the percent exchange effects observed near the active site (Figure 2) . The unique and particularly revealing aspects of these data manifest from a comparative analysis of the temperature dependence of the averaged rate constants for exchange (E aHDX(avg) ). No significant differences in E aHDX(avg) between WT and I553G are seen either for the two proximal peptides or for two of the four remote peptides (297−305 and 306-316) with altered rates nor, in fact, for any of the remaining peptides analyzed within WT and I553G (see Figure S8 and Table S6 ). In marked contrast, a new property emerges when interrogating the two remote peptides with altered rates for HDXMS upon mutation: peptides 317− 334 and, to a lesser extent, 284−299. As illustrated in Figures  4b and 4d for 317−334, the E aHDX(avg) values (5.0 and 0.7 kcal/ mol for WT and I553G, respectively) match the directionality of the variances in the enthalpies that control catalysis: E a (H) = 2.1 and 0.03 kcal/mol, respectively. A corresponding, though less dramatic behavior is observed for peptide 284−299 (Figures 4c and 4e) , where E aHDX(avg) is seen to decrease from 11.6 kcal/mol for WT to 4.0 kcal/mol for I553G.
To further substantiate this unexpected and intriguing trend, we examined the time and temperature dependent analyses of HDX using a variant at L546, an active site residue that when mutated to alanine (i.e., L546A) generates many changes in its catalytic properties that include an elevated enthalpic barrier of catalysis (E a (H) L546A = 4.1 kcal/mol; also see Extended Discussion in the Supporting Information). 27 Using the same nonoverlapping peptides as defined in Figure S2 for WT, we achieve 88% coverage of the L546A catalytic domain. Inspection of k HDX(avg) for each of the L546A-derived peptides revealed four that are elevated ≥2-fold from WT at every temperature (Table S5) . Significantly, not only do these four peptides correspond to the same remote peptides found to be altered in I553G but we observe values for E aHDX(avg) that are distinct from WT and map to the identical region highlighted above for I553G: namely, peptides 317−334 and 284−299. In both instances the magnitude of E aHDX(avg) (Figures 4b and 4c ) is 14 kcal/mol, opposite in direction from I553G and greater than WT itself. Remarkably, once again the enthalpies derived from HDX (E aHDX(avg) ) follow the same trend seen for E a (H) (Figures 4d and 4e) .
It is notable that the measured values of E aHDX(avg) for the surface loop ( Figure 4 ) that contains peptides 317−334 and 284−299 are all smaller than the ca. 17 kcal/mol barrier reported for the intrinsic rate constant (k int ) of deuterium exchange at a fully exposed peptide bond. 19 This indicates that the temperature dependencies of the observed rates during HDXMS are being determined by (negative) enthalpic changes in K op of varying magnitudes. Negative enthalpies of activation have been previously observed in the kinetic analysis of the temperature dependence of protein folding processes and rationalized via a dominance of the folding process by heat capacity effects in the unfolded ground state. 36 A trend of enthalpic barriers of less than 17 kcal/mol during the analysis of HDXMS has already been documented, suggesting generalities in this type of behavior. 30 It is also important to note that the loop including 317−334 and 284−299 resides in a region of SLO-1 remote from that ascribed to the substrate portal, 37 indicating that the experimental correlations between E aHDX(avg) and E a (H) are distinct from any motions that may be expected to accompany substrate binding. Temperature-dependent analyses of additional peptides in I553G and L546A that partially overlap with peptide 317−334 ( Figure S8 ) parallel the trends in E aHDX(avg) and E a (H) shown in Figure 4d . The cumulative data strongly support a relationship between the temperature dependence of the rate constants controlling HDX and those for catalysis within the specific region of protein represented by peptides 284−299 and 317−334. The atomic coordinates for side chains within these peptides lie 15 to 34 Å from the nearest atom of the L546 or I553 residues, signifying the long-range communication of mutations in the vicinity of the active site on the solvent exposed loop.
Identification of a Network for Communication between Peptides 284−299 and 317−334 and the Active Site of SLO-1. The WT SLO X-ray structure was examined, in an effort to locate a region of connectivity between the thermally activated remote loop (Figure 5a , orange) and the active site peptides that increase their percent exchange following mutation at position 553 (Figure 2a,  yellow) . We observe that the side chain of V750 is in van der Waals contact with I552, which further contacts the side chains of I553 and L546 (Figure 5a ), whose previously characterized mutations form a basis for this study. Significantly, all of these positions (L546, I552, I553, and V750) adopt alternate conformations in the room temperature X-ray structure ( Figure  S5 ). Given the large number of hydrophobic interactions within the region of protein containing V750 and the remote loop 317−334, together with the fact that residues I552 and V750 are predicted to contact substrate (see ref 27 and Figure S5) , we searched for a more isolated structural interaction to test for connectivity. A single hydrogen bonding pair composed of S749 and Y317 (Figure 5a ) and located between V750 and the 317−334 loop was, thus, chosen to assess the impact of amino acid side chain changes in this region on catalytic activity.
We first examined the impact of this serine−tyrosine hydrogen bond via generation of S749A and S749G, both of which lack the hydroxyl group of serine. The ca. 20% reduction in k cat exhibited in these S749 mutants is considered a minor effect, and the remaining parameters are almost within experimental error of WT (Table 1) . S749 is located within a long α-helical domain spanning residues 740−755. While alanine has a high propensity for stabilizing α-helical structure, glycine is considered a "helix-breaker" in water, 38 and altered kinetics were anticipated in this case. However, as indicated above, there are extensive hydrophobic interactions that lie between the helix 740−755 of the catalytic core and the surface loop ( Figure S9a and S9b), and this feature may explain the retention of WT-like behavior in S749G. Glycine has previously been shown to sustain helical conformation in hydrophobicrich environments, such as those found in transmembrane helices. 39, 40 We next turned to the introduction of mutations at position Y317 that eliminate the possibility of hydrogen bonding to S749. A range of variants was generated that included Y317F, Y317L, Y317A, and Y317G. In support of a critical role for a space filling side chain at position 317, substitution with Ala and Gly failed to produce detectable levels of expressed protein, precluding further characterization. Using Phe as a nonhydrogen bonding place holder, it can be seen that both k cat and E a are similar to WT (Table 1) ; however, the ΔE a is found to be reduced by a significant amount, to 0.2 kcal/mol from 1.1 kcal/mol for this preparation of WT. Given the high sensitivity of the temperature dependence of the KIE to the initial positioning between bound substrate and the active site Fe(III)−OH and subsequent distance sampling, 9, 11, 34 we consider this decrease in ΔE a as evidence for transmission of a structural and dynamical defect emanating from Phe at 317 to the catalytically competent enzyme−substrate complex. A minor displacement of the hydrophobic Phe side chain into its surrounding hydrophobic environment ( Figure S9c ) may be sufficient to produce the measured effect. The variant Y317L was then chosen as a compromise substitution that could retain sufficient bulk to stabilize the protein sufficiently for characterization, while minimizing its displacement into the surrounding Figure S8 and Table S5 ). Peptides displayed in orange, 317−334 (b and d) and 284−299 (c and e) are those that exhibit mutant variable E aHDX(avg) . In panels b and c, Arrhenius-like plots of the weighted average exchange rates, ln(k HDX(avg) ), for WT, I553G, and L546A are compared. The HDX traces for these peptides are found in Figure S7 . In panels d and e, the relationship between E aHDX(avg) and the enthalpic barrier for hydrogen tunneling (E a (H)) is shown.
hydrophobic milieu. Kinetic analysis of this variant reveals changes in both E a (reduced from 2.4 (WT) to 1.0 kcal/mol) and ΔE a (increased from 1.1 (WT) to 2.3 kcal/mol) ( Table 1 and Figures 5b and 5c ). The trends in these kinetic parameters are very similar to those observed with an active site variant (I553L), 15 Å removed from Y317 (Figure 5a ). Despite their distance from one another, both mutations (Y317L and I553L) appear equally capable of controlling long-range and active site flexibility, reflected in E a and ΔE a , respectively.
One final variant, Y317S, was generated to assess the impact of a hydrophilic side chain of reduced size. In silico modeling of Y317S ( Figure S9d ) supported an increased cavity volume that would be sufficient to accommodate at least one new water molecule capable of sustaining a hydrogen bonded network between S749 and Y317S. The observed rescue of the thermal activation parameters by Y317S to that for WT (Table 1) supports the prediction of the restoration of a hydrogen bond between Y317S and S749. Similar water rescue has been previously observed, via a serine for tyrosine substitution, within the active site of ketosteroid isomerase. 41 These extensive mutagenesis data highlight the importance of both local hydrophobic packing within the helix 740−755 and loop 317−334 and hydrogen bonding between Y317 and S749 ( Figure S9e ) in generating a pathway of thermal connectivity between the SLO-1 surface loop and its active site. We note that the generation of Y317L, 19 Å from the catalytic iron, is the first reported, non-substrate binding site mutation that influences active site dynamics in SLO-1, in support of the postulated protein network (Figure 5a ).
■ DISCUSSION
An important ongoing goal in the pursuit of the physical origins of enzymatic catalysis has been to identify, in as precise a manner as possible, local and remote protein motions that modulate the reaction barrier. The present work shows how a combined study of the time-, temperature-, and mutationdependent properties of HDXMS can uncover regional differences in protein motions that can be correlated with the enthalpic barriers for k cat (E a (H)) or for kinetic isotope effects (ΔE a ). Of particular importance, this methodology has uncovered an unanticipated relationship between the enthalpic barrier (E a (H)) for the hydrogen tunneling step in SLO-1 and the energetic barrier for activation of heavy atoms toward HDX within a distal protein loop region that is in direct contact with solvent ( Figure 4) .
In an early study, Tolman described the empirical E a in chemical reactions as the difference in the total energy of all reactive states relative to the total energy of all available states. 42 This interpretation has been extended 43 to invoke a stochastic sampling of available protein states via a multidimensional conformational landscape, 13, 44, 45 with catalysis resulting from the successful achievement of a subset of uniquely competent Figure 5 . Network connecting the peptides affected by active site mutation in SLO-1 (a) and impact of mutation at Y317 on enthalpic parameters of catalysis (b and c). The active site and surface loop are color coded as yellow and orange, respectively, and the putative connectivity for thermal activation from solvent interactions at 284− 299 and 317−334 (orange) to active site via a hydrogen bond between S749 and Y317 is also displayed. Notable side chains are represented in space-filling mode with carbon atoms colored in green and oxygen atoms colored in red. Note that I552 is in contact with V750; the latter is on the opposite side of the peptide backbone containing S749. S749 and V750 are adjacent to peptide 751−761 (gray ribbon), which also shows trends in E aHDX(avg) and E a (H) for the lowest three temperatures (10, 20 , and 25°C) studied ( Figure S8e and S8f). In panel b, ln k cat values are plotted versus 1000/temperature. The enthalpy of activation, E a (H), for protio substrate, H 31 -linoleic acid, is determined by multiplying the slope of the linear fits by −R, where R is the ideal gas constant. The data, collected here, are WT (black circle) and Y317L (orange diamond). The data plotted for mutant, I553L (gray triangle), are reproduced from a previous report. 28 The corresponding E a values are listed in matching color to the right of the figure. In c, ln D k cat values are plotted versus 1000/temperature. The data are represented as described in panel b. Kinetic data for other S749 and Y317 mutants are summarized in Table 1 . Table S7 for complete k cat data.
cD k cat is the kinetic isotope effect on k cat at 30°C.
. This is the temperature dependence on the kinetic isotope effect. The parameters reported for WT here are slightly different from previous reports (see Table S3 ) due to a modification in the protein purification procedure.
conformers. 10 In evaluating the extent to which a statistical thermodynamic picture can explain experimentally derived values of activation energies in enzymatic C−H activation, it is important to consider the full range of factors that may contribute to temperature sensitivity. From the vibronically nonadiabatic proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) theory, 7, 46 which describes the mechanism of H transfer in SLO-1 and many other C−H activation enzymes, the stochastic sampling of protein motions responsible for proper alignment of active site electrostatics and geometries, prior to hydrogen atom transfer, constitutes the reaction barrier. SLO-1, as a paradigmatic enzyme 12 for modeling multidimensional, ground state hydrogen tunneling, thus offers an excellent system in which to interrogate the molecular origins of the enthalpic PCET reaction barrier. The rate expression for an enzymatic reaction, which is controlled by both a stochastic protein conformational sampling term and tunneling probability, can be formulated at a given temperature as
where F conf represents the fraction of enzyme substates that lead to catalysis and k tun is the nonadiabatic, multidimensional barrier shown to be appropriate for SLO-1:
We note that, according to this formalism, all protein motions, whether contributing to F conf or k tun , are stochastic in nature, relative to the virtually instantaneous isotope-dependent wave function overlap (discussed in several previous publications from this laboratory, for example, refs 9, 10, 12, and 28). Equation 2, one of the described formalisms for k tun , 27 represents the primary coordinates as three exponential terms with distinctive mass and temperature dependencies. As shown, the second exponent, representing the hydrogenic wave function overlap between donor and acceptor atoms, is mass dependent, but temperature independent. The temperature dependence arises from the properties of the first and third exponents, with the first Marcus-like exponent expected to dominate PCET for WT SLO-1, given the evidence of only minor donor−acceptor distance sampling (exponent 3) in the case of the evolutionarily optimized native enzyme. As described within the Marcus formalism for electron transfer, both thermodynamic, ΔG°, and kinetic, λ, terms are potentially temperature dependent. Thus, the observed catalytic enthalpic barrier will be the sum of the following thermodynamic, ΔH°c onf + ΔH°Δ G°, and kinetic, ΔH ⧧ λ , contributions, eq 3:
where ΔH°c onf represents the enthalpic differences between reactive and nonreactive PCET protein conformational substates. The kinetic barrier, ΔH ⧧ λ , is composed of both inner-sphere (λ in ) and outer-sphere (λ out ) contributions, λ = λ in + λ out . For the present study of WT, λ out may be the critical kinetic contributor to λ, given the prior evidence of (temperature independent) tunneling within the substrate backbone that accompanies the tunneling of the transferred particle in SLO-1. 48 In the context of the theoretical framework of eq 3, we consider which terms will contribute dominantly to changes in E a when SLO-1 has undergone mutation at positions 553 and 546 ( Figure 4) . Given that the temperature dependence of ΔG°m ay not be greatly perturbed by the generation of altered, aliphatic hydrophobic side chains at these positions, the major contributing terms are expected to originate from the sum of ΔH°c onf , ΔH ⧧ λout , and any additional contribution to ΔH ⧧ from the DAD sampling term (exponent 3 in eq 2). In general, the impact of the latter is seen largely in the course of deuterium rather than protium transfer, leading to significant increases in ΔE a , rather than E a (H). 10 Overall, the two dominant terms within the temperature dependence of eq 3 for PCET are expected to be ΔH°c onf and ΔH ⧧ λout , fully compatible with the observation of correlations between E a (H) (for PCET at the active site) and E aHDX(avg) (within a remote loop). Because of the differential origins of the activation enthalpies for HDX and catalysis, it is not surprising that the absolute values of E a (H) and E aHDX(avg) , as shown in Figures 4d and 4e , are divergent. The key finding is that mutational trends in E aHDX(avg) are found to track, in a spatially resolved and distal manner, with mutational trends in catalytic E a (H). Combining this remarkable finding with the results from site-directed mutagenesis at Y317, a protein network connecting the solventexposed loop to the site of C−H cleavage in SLO-1 has also emerged ( Figure 5 ). Specific pathways for heat transfer in proteins are not unexpected, given the highly anisotropic nature of most folded protein structures. 49 While this area of investigation is still in its infancy, a number of recently pursued experimental studies have demonstrated either asymmetric pathways for the dissipation of heat released during enzymecatalyzed bond cleavage processes 50 or the presence of thermal networks from remote subunit interfaces to the active sites of a family of prokaryotic alcohol dehydrogenases that have adapted to either high or low temperatures. 51 An increasing amount of evidence illustrates that loop flexibility can influence many facets of protein function that include an enzyme's rate, specificity, and stability. 52, 53 However, there has been a lack of generic and easily accessible physical measurements capable of resolving such remote, stochastic protein motions relevant to an enzyme's catalytic parameters. The surface loop, identified herein as exhibiting thermally activated motions that correlate with the enthalpic barrier for catalytic PCET, showcases HDXMS as a potentially powerful tool for the spatial resolution of distal regions of an enzyme that may play a role in catalytic fitness.
We note that lipoxygenases from sources other than plants, e.g., from mammals, fungi, and prokaryotes, contain a surface topology that is distinct from SLO-1. 32 In fact, representatives from these alternate lipoxygenases routinely display considerably higher catalytic enthalpy barriers (ca. 8−12 kcal/ mol) 54−56 than that of SLO-1, while their reported ΔE a values can be small and close to zero. Plant lipoxygenases have been implicated in several critical physiological responses 57 that include pathogenic defense mechanisms and seed development and germination, where the latter takes place at reduced temperatures (≤20°C). Conversely, the mammalian lipoxygenases play key roles in normal homeostasis and inflammatory responses 58 that occur within a small temperature range centered at 37°C. In the context of emerging models that attribute elevated enthalpic barriers to perturbed protein conformational landscapes, 47, 59 the enlarged loops in plantderived lipoxygenases may play a key role in minimizing trapped protein substates that would necessitate a significant input of energy to reach the catalytically relevant active site configurations. This property would allow the maintenance of high enzyme activity over a much wider temperature range than is operative with lipoxygenases from other sources
■ CONCLUSIONS
The experimental protocols developed herein, of an interrogation of HDXMS as a function of time, temperature, and catalytic PCET-altering mutations, offer a previously unexplored roadmap for relating equilibrium thermal motions of a protein to its active site catalysis. The presented results suggest that the incorporation of specific networks of protein motions, originating from solvent-exposed loops, may provide a new design principle for optimizing thermally activated processes in de novo enzymes and biomimetic catalysts.
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